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The Greiner’s approach to heat kernel
asymptotics and the variation formulas for the
equivariant Ray-Singer metric
Yong Wang
Abstract
In this paper, using the Greiner’s approach to heat kernel asymptotics, we
give new proofs of the equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula and the varia-
tion formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer metric, which are originally due to
J. M. Bismut and W. Zhang.
Keywords: Greiner’s heat kernel asymptotics; equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
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1 Introduction
The first success of proving the Atiyah-Singer index theorem directly by heat kernel
method was achieved by Patodi [13], who carried out the ”fantastic cancellation” (cf.
[12]) for the Laplace operators and for the first time proved a local version of the
Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem. Later on several different direct heat kernel proofs of
the Atiyah-Singer index theorem for Dirac operators have appeared independently:
Bismut [4], Getzler [9], [10], Yu [18] and Ponge [14]. All the proofs have their own
advantages.
The Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer index formula is a generalization with group action
of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. In [3], Berline and Vergne gave a heat kernel
proof of the Atiyah-Bott-Segal-Singer index formula. In [11], Lafferty, Yu and Zhang
presented a very simple and direct geometric proof for equivariant index of the Dirac
operator. In [15], Ponge and Wang gave a different proof of the equivariant index for-
mula by the Greiner’s approach to the heat kernel asymptotics. Based on the method
in [11], Zhou gave a direct geometric proof of the equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
formula in [19]. THE FIRST PURPOSE of this paper is to give another proof of
the equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula by the Greiner’s approach to the heat
kernel asymptotics.
In [5], Bismut and Zhang extended the famous Cheeger-Mu¨ller theorem to the
case where the metric on the auxiliary bundle is not flat and they proved anomaly
formulas for Ray-Singer metrics. In [6], Bismut and Zhang further extended their gen-
eralized Cheeger-Mu¨ller theorem to the equivariant case and gave anomaly formulas
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for equivariant Ray-Singer metrics. In [17], Weiss gave a new and detailed proof of
the variation formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer metric due to Bismut-Zhang by
the method in [3]. The proof of Weiss and Berline-Vergne lifted the operators to the
principle bundle. THE SECOND PURPOSE of this paper is to give another proof
of anomaly formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer metric due to Bismut-Zhang by
the Greiner’s approach to the heat kernel asymptotics. In our proof, we do not need
to lift operators to the principle bundle and use a trick due to Chern and Hu in [7].
Using the approach to Greiner’s heat kernel asymptotics to give a new proof of the
variation formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer metric has two advantages. One
is to use the Volterra pseudodifferential calculus to get the heat kernel asymtotic
expansion instead of heat equation discussions as in [2], [6]. In [11], for proving the
equivariant local index theorem, transformed formulas between normal and tubular
coordinates are needed. The other advantage is that the transformed formulas be-
tween normal and tubular coordinates are the consequence of a standard change of
variable formula for pseudodifferential symbols.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give another proof of the
equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula. In Section 3, we give another proof of the
variation formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer metric.
2 The equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern formula
Let M be a closed even dimensional n oriented Riemannian manifold and φ be an
isometry on M preserving the orientation. Then φ induces a map
φ˜ = φ−1
∗
: ∧T ∗xM → ∧T
∗
φxM
on the exterior algebra bundle ∧T ∗M . Let d denote the exterior differential opera-
tor and δ be its adjoint operator and D = d + δ be the de-Rham Hodge operator.
Let D+ = D|∧evenT ∗M and D
− = D|∧oddT ∗M . Then φ˜D = Dφ˜ and we define the
equivariant index
Indφ(D) = Tr(φ˜|kerD+)− Tr(φ˜|kerD−). (2.1)
We recall the Greiner’s approach to heat kernel asymptotics as in [1], p.362, [14],
p.216. Define the operator given by
(Q0u)(x, s) =
∫ ∞
0
e−sD
2
[u(x, t− s)]dt, u ∈ Γc(M × R,∧T
∗M), (2.2)
maps continuously u to D′(M × R,∧T ∗M)) which is the dual space of Γc(M ×
R,∧T ∗M)). We have
(D2 +
∂
∂t
)Q0u = Q0(D
2 +
∂
∂t
)u = u, u ∈ Γc(M ×R,∧T
∗M)). (2.3)
Let (D2 + ∂
∂t
)−1 be the Volterra inverse of D2 + ∂
∂t
as in [1], p.362. Then
(D2 +
∂
∂t
)Q = I −R1; Q(D
2 +
∂
∂t
) = 1−R2, (2.4)
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where R1, R2 are smooth operators. Let
(Q0u)(x, t) =
∫
M×R
KQ0(x, y, t− s)u(y, s)dyds, (2.5)
and kt(x, y) is the heat kernel of e
−tD2 . We get
KQ0(x, y, t) = kt(x, y) when t > 0, when t < 0, KQ0(x, y, t) = 0. (2.6)
Definition 2.1 The operator P is called the Volterra ΨDO if (i) P has the Volterra
property,i.e. it has a distribution kernel of the form KP (x, y, t− s) where KP (x, y, t)
vanishes on the region t < 0.
(ii) The parabolic homogeneity of the heat operator P + ∂
∂t
, i.e. the homogeneity with
respect to the dilations of Rn × R1 is given by
λ · (ξ, τ) = (λξ, λ2τ), (ξ, τ) ∈ Rn × R1, λ 6= 0. (2.7)
In the sequel for g ∈ S(Rn+1) and λ 6= 0, we let gλ be the tempered distribution
defined by
〈gλ(ξ, τ), u(ξ, τ)〉 = |λ|
−(n+2)
〈
gλ(ξ, τ), u(λ
−1ξ, λ−2τ)
〉
, u ∈ S(Rn+1). (2.8)
Definition 2.2 A distribution g ∈ S(Rn+1) is parabolic homogeneous of degree
m, m ∈ Z, if for any λ 6= 0, we have gλ = λ
mg.
Let C− denote the complex halfplane {Imτ < 0} with closure C−. Then:
Lemma 2.3 ([1], Prop. 1.9). Let q(ξ, τ) ∈ C∞((Rn × R)/0) be a parabolic homoge-
neous symbol of degree m such that:
(i) q extends to a continuous function on (Rn×C−)/0 in such way to be holomorphic
in the last variable when the latter is restricted to C−.
Then there is a unique g ∈ S(Rn+1) agreeing with q on Rn+1/0 so that:
(ii) g is homogeneous of degree m;
(iii) The inverse Fourier transform g˘(x, t) vanishes for t < 0.
Let U be an open subset of Rn. We define Volterra symbols and Volterra ΨDOs
on U × Rn+1/0 as follows.
Definition 2.4 SmV (U × R
n+1), m ∈ Z , consists of smooth functions q(x, ξ, τ) on
U ×Rn × R with an asymptotic expansion q ∼
∑
j≥0 qm−j, where:
-ql ∈ C
∞(U × [(Rn × R)/0] is a homogeneous Volterra symbol of degree l, i.e. ql is
parabolic homogeneous of degree l and satisfies the property (i) in Lemma 2.3 with
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respect to the last n+ 1 variables;
- The sign ∼ means that, for any integer N and any compact K, U, there is a constant
CNKαβk > 0 such that for x ∈ K and for |ξ|+ |τ |
1
2 > 1 we have
|∂αx ∂
β
ξ ∂
k
τ (q −
∑
j<N
qm−j)(x, ξ, τ)| ≤ CNKαβk(|ξ|+ |τ |
1
2 )m−N−|β|−2k. (2.9)
Definition 2.5 ΨmV (U × R), m ∈ Z , consists of continuous operators Q from
C∞c (Ux × Rt) to C
∞(Ux × Rt) such that:
(i) Q has the Volterra property;
(ii) Q = q(x,Dx,Dt)+R for some symbol q in S
m
V (U ×R) and some smooth operator
R.
In the sequel if Q is a Volterra ΨDO, we let KQ(x, y, t− s) denote its distribution
kernel, so that the distribution KQ(x, y, t) vanishes for t < 0.
Definition 2.6 Let qm(x, ξ, τ) ∈ C
∞(U × (Rn+1/0)) be a homogeneous Volterra sym-
bol of order m and let gm ∈ C
∞(U)⊗S′(Rn+1) denote its unique homogeneous exten-
sion given by Lemma 2.3. Then:
- q˘m(x, y, t) is the inverse Fourier transform of gm(x, ξ, τ) in the last n+1 variables;
- qm(x,Dx,Dt) is the operator with kernel q˘m(x, y − x, t).
Proposition 2.7 The following properties hold.
1) Composition. Let Qj ∈ Ψ
mj
V (U ×R), j = 1, 2 have symbols qj and suppose that Q1
or Q2 is properly supported. Then Q1Q2 is a Volterra ΨDO of order m1 +m2 with
symbol q1 ◦ q2 ∼
∑ 1
α!∂
α
ξ q1D
α
x q2.
2) Parametrices. An operator Q is the order m Volterra ΨDO with the paramatrix P
then
QP = 1−R1, PQ = 1−R2 (2.10)
where R1, R2 are smooth operators.
Proposition 2.8 The differential operator D2 + ∂t is invertible and its inverse
(D2 + ∂t)
−1 is a Volterra ΨDO of order −2.
We denote by Mφ the fixed-point set of φ, and for a = 0, · · · , n, we let Mφ =⋃
0≤a≤nM
φ
a , where M
φ
a is an a-dimensional submanifold. Given a fixed-point x0 in a
component Mφa , consider some local coordinates x = (x1, · · · , xa) around x0. Setting
b = n − a, we may further assume that over the range of the domain of the local
coordinates there is an orthonormal frame e1(x), · · · , eb(x) of N
φ
z . This defines fiber
coordinates v = (v1, · · · , vb). Composing with the map (x, v) ∈ N
φ(ε0) → expx(v)
we then get local coordinates x1, · · · , xa, v1, · · · , vb for Mz near the fixed point x0.
We shall refer to this type of coordinates as tubular coordinates. Then Nφ(ε0) is
homeomorphic with a tubular neighborhood of Mφ.
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By the Mckean-Singer formula, we have,
Indφ(D
+) = Str[φ˜e−tD
2
] =
∫
M
Str[φ˜kt(x, φ(x))]dx =
∫
M
Str[φ˜K(D2+∂t)−1(x, φ(x), t)]dx.
(2.11)
Let Q = (D2 + ∂t)
−1. For x ∈Mφ and t > 0 set
IQ(x, t) := φ˜(x)
−1
∫
N
φ
x (ε)
φ(expxv)KQ(expxv, expx(φ
′(x)v), t)dv. (2.12)
Here we use the trivialization of ∧(T ∗M) about the tubular coordinates. Using the
tubular coordinates, then
IQ(x, t) =
∫
|v|<ε
φ˜(x, 0)−1φ˜(x, v)KQ(x, v;x, φ
′(x)v; t)dv. (2.13)
Let
q
∧(T ∗M)
m−j (x, v; ξ, ν; τ) := φ˜(x, 0)
−1φ˜(x, v)qm−j(x, v; ξ, ν; τ). (2.14)
Recall
Proposition 2.9 ([15], Proposition 3.4) Let Q ∈ ΨmV (M × R,∧(T
∗M)), m ∈ Z.
Uniformly on each component Mφa
IQ(x, t) ∼
∑
j≥0
t−(
a
2
+[m
2
]+1)+jIjQ(x) as t→ 0
+, (2.15)
where IjQ(x) is defined by
I
(j)
Q (x) :=
∑
|α|≤m−[m
2
]+2j
∫
vα
α!
(
∂αv q
∧(T ∗M)
2[m
2
]−2j+|α|
)∨
(x, 0; 0, (1 − φ′(x))v; 1)dv. (2.16)
Let
e(TMφ,∇TM
φ
) = Pf
[
−
1
2π
RTM
φ
]
be the Euler form of TMφ associated with ∇TM
φ
, where ∇TM
φ
is the Levi-Civita
connection on Mφ and RTM
φ
its curvature. Then we have
Theorem 2.10 (The equivariant Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem) The following for-
mula holds
Indφ(D
+) =
∫
Mφ
e(TMφ,∇TM
φ
). (2.17)
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Let (V, q) be a finite dimensional real vector space equipped with a quadratic form.
Let C(V, q) be the associated Clifford algebra, i.e. the associative algebra generated
by V with the relations
v · w +w · v = −2q(v,w)
for v,w ∈ V. Let e1 · · · , en be the orthomormal basis of (V, q), Let C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q)
be the grading tensor product of C(V, q) and C(V,−q) and ∧∗V ⊗̂∧∗V be the grading
tensor product of ∧∗V and ∧∗V . Define the symbol map:
σ : C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q)→ ∧∗V ⊗̂ ∧∗ V ;
σ(c(ej1) · · · c(ejl)⊗ 1) = e
j1 ∧ · · · ∧ ejl⊗ 1; σ(1⊗ ĉ(ej1) · · · ĉ(ejl)) = 1⊗ ê
j1 ∧ · · · ∧ êjl.
(2.18)
Using the interior multiplication ι(ej) : ∧
∗V → ∧∗−1V and the exterior multiplication
ε(ej) : ∧
∗V → ∧∗+1V , we define representations of C(V, q) and C(V,−q) on the
exterior algebra:
c : C(V, q)→ End ∧ V, ej 7→ c(ej) : ε(ej)− ι(ej),
ĉ : C(V,−q)→ End ∧ V, ej 7→ ĉ(ej) : ε(ej) + ι(ej),
The tensor product of these representations yields an isomorphism of superalgebras
c⊗ ĉ : C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q)→ End ∧ V,
which we will also denote by c. We obtain a supertrace (i.e. a linear functional van-
ishing on supercommutators) on C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q) by setting Str(a) = StrEnd∧V [c(a)]
for a ∈ C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q), where StrEnd∧V is the canonical supertrace on EndV .
Lemma 2.11 For 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ip ≤ n, 1 ≤ j1 < · · · < jq ≤ n, we have
Str[c(ei1) · · · c(eip)ĉ(ej1) · · · ĉ(ejq )] = (−1)
n
2 2n,
when p = q = n, otherwise equals zero.
We will also denote the volume element in ∧V ⊗̂∧V by ω = e1∧· · ·∧en∧ê1∧· · ·∧ên
and For a ∈ ∧V ⊗̂ ∧ V let Ta be the coefficient of ω in a. The linear functional
T : ∧V ⊗̂ ∧ V → R is called the Berezin trace. Then for a ∈ C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q) , one
has Str(a) = (−1)
n
2 2n(Tσ)(a). We define the Getzler order as follows:
deg∂j =
1
2
deg∂t = 2degc(ej) = 2degĉ(ej) = −degx
j = 1. (2.19)
Let Q ∈ Ψ∗V (R
n × R,∧∗T ∗M) have symbol
q(x, ξ, τ) ∼
∑
k≤m′
qk(x, ξ, τ), (2.20)
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where qk(x, ξ, τ) is an order k symbol. Then taking components in each subspace
∧jT ∗M and using Taylor expansions at x = 0 give formal expansions
σ[q(x, ξ, τ)] ∼
∑
j,k
σ[qk(x, ξ, τ)]
(j) ∼
∑
j,k,α
xα
α!
σ[∂αx qk(0, ξ, τ)]
(j). (2.21)
The symbol x
α
α! σ[∂
α
x qk(0, ξ, τ)]
(j) is the Getzler homogeneous of degree k+ j2 −|α|. So
we can expand σ[q(x, ξ, τ)] as
σ[q(x, ξ, τ)] ∼
∑
j≥0
q(m− j
2
)(x, ξ, τ), q(m) 6= 0, (2.22)
where q(m− j
2
) is a Getzler homogeneous symbol of degree m−
j
2 .
Definition 2.12 The m is called as the Getzler order of Q. The symbol q(m) is the
principle Getzler homogeneous symbol of Q. The operator Q(m) = q(m)(x,Dx,Dt) is
called as the model operator of Q.
Let e1, . . . , en be an oriented orthonormal basis of Tx0M such that e1, · · · , ea
span Tx0M
φ and ea+1, · · · , en span N
φ
x0 . This provides us with normal coordi-
nates (x1, · · · , xn) → expx0(x
1e1 + · · · + x
nen). Moreover using parallel translation
enables us to construct a synchronous local oriented tangent frame e1(x), ..., en(x)
such that e1(x), · · · , ea(x) form an oriented frame of TM
φ
z,a and ea+1(x), · · · , en(x)
form an (oriented) frame Nφ (when both frames are restricted to Mφ). This gives
rise to trivializations of the tangent and exterior algebra bundles. Write
φ′(0) =
(
1 0
0 φN
)
.
Let ∧(n) = ∧∗Rn be the exterior algebra of Rn. We shall use the following gradings
on ∧(n)⊗̂ ∧ (n),
∧(n)⊗̂ ∧ (n) =
⊕
1 ≤ k1, k2 ≤ a
1 ≤ l1, l2 ≤ b
∧k1,l1(n)⊗̂ ∧k2,l2 (n),
where ∧k,l(n) is the space of forms dxi1 ∧ · · · ∧ dxik+l with 1 ≤ i1 < · · · < ik ≤ a and
a + 1 ≤ ik+1 < · · · < ik+l ≤ n. Given a form ω ∈ ∧(n)⊗̂ ∧ (n) we shall denote by
ω((k1,l1),(k2,l2)) its component in ∧k1,l1(n)⊗̂ ∧k2,l2 (n). We denote by |ω|((a,0),(a,0)) the
Berezin integral |ω((∗,0),(∗,0))|((a,0),(a,0)) of its component ω((∗,0),(∗,0)) in ∧((∗,0),(∗,0))(n).
Similar to Lemma 3.6 in [16]. we have by (2.19)
Lemma 2.13 Q ∈ Ψ∗V (R
n×R,∧(T ∗M)) has the Getzler order m and model operator
Q(m). Let j be even, then as t→ 0
+
(1) σ[IQ(0, t)]
(j) = O(t
j
2
−m−a−1
2 ) if m− j2 is odd.
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(2) σ[IQ(0, t)]
(j) = O(t
j
2
−m−a−2
2 )IQ(m)(0, 1)
(j) +O(t
j
2
−m−a
2 ) if m− j2 is even.
In particular, for m = −2, j = 2a and a is even we get
σ[ψtIQ(0, t)]
((a,0),(a,0)) = IQ(−2)(0, 1)
((a,0),(a,0)) +O(t
1
2 ). (2.23)
By the Weitzenbo¨ck formula, we have
D2 = −
n∑
j=1
(∇2ej −∇∇TMej ej
) +
rM
4
−
1
8
∑
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
Rijklc(ei)c(ej)ĉ(ek)ĉ(el). (2.24)
By (2.19) and (2.24), we get the model operator of ∂
∂t
+D2 is
∂
∂t
−
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂y2j
−
1
8
∑
1≤i,j,k,l≤n
Rijkle
i ∧ ej ∧ êk ∧ êl.
By
(
∂
∂t
−
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂y2j
−
1
2
R˙)KQ(−2)(x, y, t) = 0, (2.25)
we get
KQ(−2)(x, y, t) = (4πt)
n
2 exp(−
1
4t
||x− y||2)e
tR˙
2 . (2.26)
Similar to Lemma 9.13 in [15], we get
IQ(−2)(0, t) = (4πt)
− a
2 det−1(1− φN )e
tR˙
2 . (2.27)
Let the matrix φN equal
φN = diag
((
cosθ a
2
+1 sinθ a
2
+1
−sinθ a
2
+1 cosθ a
2
+1
)
, · · · ,
(
cosθn
2
sinθn
2
−sinθn
2
cosθn
2
))
.
We have the lemma
Lemma 2.14 ([19], Lemma 3.2) The following equality holds
φ˜ = (
1
2
)
n−a
2
n
2∏
j= a
2
+1
[(1 + cosθj)− (1− cosθj)c(e2j−1)c(e2j)cˆ(e2j−1)ĉ(e2j)
+sinθj(c(e2j−1)c(e2j)− cˆ(e2j−1)ĉ(e2j))] . (2.28)
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By Lemma 2.14, we have
σ[φ˜]((0,b),(0,b)) = (
1
2
)
n−a
2 (−1)
b
2
n
2∏
j= a
2
+1
(1− cosθj)e
a+1 ∧ · · · ∧ en ∧ êa+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ên
= (−
1
4
)
b
2det(1− φN )ea+1 ∧ · · · ∧ en ∧ êa+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ên. (2.29)
So we get the following lemma
Lemma 2.15 For A ∈ C(V, q)⊗̂C(V,−q), we have
Str[φ˜A] = (−1)
n
2 2n(−
1
4
)
b
2det(1− φN )|σ(A)|((a,0),(a,0))
+(−1)
n
2 2n
∑
l1,or l2<b
|σ(φ˜)((0,l1),(0,l2))σ(A)((a,b−l1),(a,b−l2))|(n,n). (2.30)
By (2.27), (2.30) and Lemma 2.13, we get
limt→0Str[φ˜I(D2+∂t)−1(x0, t)] = (−1)
n
2 2n(−
1
4
)
b
2 (4π)−
a
2 |e
R˙
2 |((a,0),(a,0)) = e(TMφ).
(2.31)
So we get Theorem 2.10.
3 The variation formulas for the equivariant Ray-Singer
metric
Let M be an even dimensional n oriented closed manifold and (F,∇F ) be a flat
complex vector bundle over M . Let gTM be a Riemannian metric on M and hF be
a Hermitian metric on F . We will not assume hF to be parallel with respect to ∇F .
Let G be a compact Lie group acting smoothly on M such that the metric gTM , hF
and the flat connection ∇F are preserved. Let A∗(M,F ) = Γ(M,∧T ∗M ⊗F ) denote
the differential forms on M with values in F . Let dF : A∗(M,F ) → A∗+1(M,F )
denote the exterior differential associated with the flat connection ∇F . The Hodge
Laplacian is given by
△F = dF dF,∗ + dF,∗dF ,
where dF,∗ denotes the formal adjoint of dF . For t > 0 let exp(−t△F ) denote the
heat operator. We consider 1-parameter families of G-invariant metrics:
(1) ε 7→ gTM (ε) with gTM (0) = gTM (2) ε 7→ hF (ε) with hF (0) = hF .
Let C = ⋆−1⋆˙ and V = (hF )−1h˙F . For a 1-parameter families of Riemannian metrics
ε 7→ gTM (ε) we set
S˙ := ∇˙TM −
1
2
[∇TM , (gTM )−1g˙TM ] ∈ A(M,so(TM)).
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We define the transgression form
e˜′(TM) :=
∂
∂b
|b=0Pf
[
−
1
2π
(RTM + bS˙)
]
.
Since hF is not necessarily parallel with respect to ∇F , we may define a second flat
connection (∇F )T on F by the formula
(∇F )T = (hF )−1∇F,∗hF ,
where ∇F,∗ denotes the connection induced by ∇F on F ∗ and hF : F → F ∗ is the
isomorphism induced by hF . Observe that (∇F )T = ∇F if and only if ∇FhF = 0.
We set
ω(F, hF ) := (∇F )T −∇F ∈ A1(M.End(F ))
and for φ ∈ G
θ(φ, F, hF ) := Tr[φω(F, hF )] ∈ A1(Mφ).
Then θ(φ, F, hF ) is closed and that its cohomology class does not depend on hF . In
the following, we will prove
Theorem 3.1 (Bismut-Zhang) For φ ∈ G, we have
limt→0Str[φ˜V exp(−t△
F )] =
∫
Mφ
Tr[φFV ]e(TMφ,∇TM
φ
), (3.1)
limt→0Str[φ˜Cexp(−t△
F )] = −
∫
Mφ
θ(φ, F, hF )e˜′(TMφ), (3.2)
By Theorem 3.1, we can easily get the variation formulas for the equivariant Ray-
Singer metric due to Bismut-Zhang (see pp.4-5 in [17]). In general, neither of the
connections ∇F and (∇F )T will preserve the metric hF . As in [5] we define a third
connection on F
∇F,e =
1
2
(∇F + (∇F )T ).
This connection will preserve hF , but it will in general not be flat.
In the following we will write E = ∧T ∗M ⊗ F . We will also denote by ∇F,e the
tensor product connection
∇∧T
∗M ⊗ 1 + 1⊗∇F,e
on E , where ∇∧T
∗M is the connection on ∧T ∗M induced by ∇TM . Let △E,e denote
the connection Laplacian on E associated to the connection ∇F,e. Since ∇F,e is a
metric connection on E , the operator △E,e will be formally self-adjoint.
Proposition 3.2 ([5], Theorem 4.13): (Lichnerowicz formula for △(F )) One has
△(F ) = −△E,e + E
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with E ∈ Γ(M,EndE) which w.r.t. a local ON-frame ej is given by
E = −
1
8
∑
i,j,k,l
(RTM (ei, ej)ek, el)c(ei)c(ej)ĉ(ek)ĉ(el)
−
1
8
∑
i,j
c(ei)c(ej)ω(F, h
F )2(ei, ej) +
1
8
∑
i,j
ĉ(ei)ĉ(ej)ω(F, h
F )2(ei, ej)
−
1
2
∑
i,j
c(ei)ĉ(ej)[∇
T ∗M⊗EndFω(F, hF )(ej) +
1
2
ω(F, hF )2(ei, ej)]
+
1
4
∑
j
(ω(F, hF )(ej))
2 +
1
4
rM ,
where rM denotes the scalar curvature of (M,gTM ).
Let
D0 =
n∑
j=1
c(ej)∇
e
ej
be a self-adjoint twisted Dirac operator. Then
(D0)2 = −△E,e −
1
8
∑
i,j,k,l
(RTM (ei, ej)ek, el)c(ei)c(ej)ĉ(ek)ĉ(el)
−
1
8
∑
i,j
c(ei)c(ej)ω(F, h
F )2(ei, ej) +
1
4
rM . (3.3)
Let
L(ω) =
1
8
∑
i,j
ĉ(ei)ĉ(ej)ω(F, h
F )2(ei, ej)−
1
2
∑
i,j
c(ei)ĉ(ej)[∇
T ∗M⊗EndFω(F, hF )(ej)
+
1
2
ω(F, hF )2(ei, ej)] +
1
4
∑
j
(ω(F, hF )(ej))
2. (3.4)
Then
△(F ) = (D0)2 + L(ω). (3.5)
The Proof of (3.1):
By (2.19), we get the model operator of ∂
∂t
+△(F ) is still
∂
∂t
−
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂y2j
−
1
2
R˙.
Let P be a differential operator, then we have
Str[φ˜P exp(−t△(F ))] =
∫
Mφ
Str[φ˜IP ( ∂
∂t
+△(F ))−1(x, t)]dx+O(t
∞). (3.6)
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When P = V is a 0-order differential operator and OG(V ) = 0, we have
OG(V (
∂
∂t
+△(F ))−1) = −2,
and the model operator of V ( ∂
∂t
+△(F )) is
V
 ∂
∂t
−
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂y2j
−
1
2
R˙
 .
Then similar to the proof of Theorem 2.10, we get (3.1). ✷
Lemma 3.3 ([5], Proposition 4.15) The endomorphism C = ⋆−1⋆˙ is given in terms
of Clifford variable by
C = −
1
2
∑
i,j
((gTM )−1g˙TMei, ej)c(ei)ĉ(ej), (3.7)
σ(C) = −
1
2
∑
i,j
((gTM )−1g˙TMei, ej)e
i ∧ êj . (3.8)
As in [5], we introduce an auxiliary even Clifford variable, such that σ2 = 1 and σ
commutes with all the previously considered operators. Let A,B ∈ End(E) be trace
classes. Then A+ σB lies in End(E)⊗ R(σ). Set
Strσ[A+ σB] = Str[B]. (3.9)
Let
(D2)odd := −
1
2
∑
i,j
c(ei)ĉ(ej)[∇
T ∗M⊗EndFω(F, hF )(ej) +
1
2
ω(F, hF )2(ei, ej)], (3.10)
(D2)even := △(F )− (D2)odd. (3.11)
By Theorem 4.18 in [6], we have
Str[φ˜Cexp(−t△(F ))] = Strσ[φ˜Cexp(−t((D2)even + σ(D2)odd))]. (3.12)
Let
L(ω, σ) =
1
8
∑
i,j
ĉ(ei)ĉ(ej)ω(F, h
F )2(ei, ej)−
1
2
σ
∑
i,j
c(ei)ĉ(ej)[∇
T ∗M⊗EndFω(F, hF )(ej)
+
1
2
ω(F, hF )2(ei, ej)] +
1
4
∑
j
(ω(F, hF )(ej))
2. (3.13)
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Then
(D2)even + σ(D2)odd = (D0)2 + L(ω, σ). (3.14)
By the Duhamel principle, we have, when t is small,
Strσ[φ˜Cexp(−t((D0)2 + L(ω, σ))] = (
n
2∑
k=1
+
∑
k>n
2
)(−t)k
∫
△k
Strσ[φ˜C
·e−t0t(D
0)2L(ω, σ) · · ·L(ω, σ)e−tkt(D
0)2 ]dvol△k . (3.15)
By the Ho¨lder inequality and the Weyl theorem, we can get∑
k>n
2
tk
∫
△k
∣∣∣Strσ[φ˜C · e−t0t(D0)2L(ω, σ) · · ·L(ω, σ)e−tkt(D0)2 ]∣∣∣dvol△k
≤
∑
k>n
2
tk||L(ω, σ)||k
k!
O(t−
n
2 ) = O(t
1
2 ). (3.16)
Let B be an operator and l be a positive interger. Write
B[l] = [(D0)2, B[l−1]], B[0] = B.
Lemma 3.4 ([8], [7], Lemma 2.7]) Let B a finite order differential operator. Then
for any s > 0, we have:
e−s(D
0)2B =
N−1∑
l=0
(−1)l
l!
slB[l]e−s(D
0)2 + (−1)NsNB[N ](s), (3.17)
where B[N ](s) is given by
B[N ](s) =
∫
△N
e−u1s(D
0)2B[N ]e−(1−u1)s(D
0)2du1du2 · · · duN . (3.18)
Similar to Theorem 1 in [7], we have
tk
∫
△k
Strσ[φ˜C · e−t0t(D
0)2L(ω, σ) · · ·L(ω, σ)e−tkt(D
0)2 ]dvol△k
=
∑
0≤|λ|≤n−k
cλ,kt
k+λ1+···λk
∫
△k
Strσ[φ˜C[L(ω, σ)][λ1] · · ·L(ω, σ)][λk ]e−t(D
0)2 ] +O(t
1
2 ),
(3.19)
where cλ,k is a constant. Since OG((D
0)2) = 2 and OG(L(ω, σ)) = 1 and OG(C) = 1,
we have
OG(CL(ω, σ)
[λ1] · · ·L(ω, σ)[λk ]) = k + 1 + 2(λ1 + · · ·+ λk). (3.20)
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So when k > 1, by Lemma 2.13, we get
tk
∫
△k
Strσ[φ˜C · e−t0t(D
0)2L(ω, σ) · · ·L(ω, σ)e−tkt(D
0)2 ]dvol△k = O(t
1
2 ). (3.21)
So we need only compute the term
−
∑
0≤λ1≤n−k
cλ1,kt
1+λ1
∫
△1
Strσ[φ˜C[L(ω, σ)][λ1]e−t(D
0)2 ]. (3.22)
Since
(D0)2 = −
n∑
j=1
∂2
∂y2j
−
1
2
R˙+OG(1), (3.23)
we can get OG([(D
0)2, L(ω, σ)]) = 2. Then OG(L(ω, σ)
[λ1]) = 2λ1 for λ1 > 0. So by
Lemma 2,13, we get
−
∑
0≤λ1≤n−k
cλ1,kt
1+λ1
∫
△1
Strσ[φ˜C[L(ω, σ)][λ1]e−t(D
0)2 ]
= −Strσ[tφ˜CL(ω, σ)e−t(D
0)2 ] +O(t
1
2 ) = −Str[tφ˜C(D2)odde−t(D
0)2 ] +O(t
1
2 ), (3.24)
Similar to Theorem 2.10, we can get
−Str[tφ˜C(D2)odde−t(D
0)2 ] = −(−
1
π
)
a
2
∣∣∣∣∣∣12

a∑
i,j=1
((gTM )−1g˙TMei, ej)e
i ∧ êj

∧exp(−
R˙TM
φ
2
) ∧
1
2

a∑
i,j=1
ei ∧ êjTr[φF (∇eiω(ej))]

∣∣∣∣∣∣
(a,0),(a,0)
. (3.25)
By (3.25) and using the same calculations as in the non-equivariant case (see [5],
p.76), we can prove (3.2).
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